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1/5 Once is not enough
Simple but joyful design

 

 ID: 61832. Last updated: 13.08.2017  

Solution

I created a design that consists of
easily recognizable pictures of five
main Christmas motifs. Together it
is supposed to create a playful,
cheerful and joyful feeling, but also
to appear clean, simple and
minimal.
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2/5 Once is not enough
Simple but joyful design

Which theme did you chose for your card design?

Colorfulness and cheer with an elegant touch
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3/5 Once is not enough
Simple but joyful design

Does your card design appeal both to private and corporate users? If not, which of
the two target groups is your design made for?

both
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4/5 Once is not enough
Simple but joyful design

Did you use any stock or third party material? Please list all stock, fonts, and creative
commons material!

http://www.zetafonts.com/cocogoose
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5/5 Once is not enough
Simple but joyful design
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Creative's profile

Karolina Rysava
Graphic designer
Brno, Czech Republic

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Illustration, Photography
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